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Life’s not onLy beautifuL, it’s tragic, too

You could look around the world every day for a tragedy and I have no doubt you’d find several. As it’s
only a few days after the apocalyptic Moore, Oklahoma tornado, I’d say you likely needn’t bother going
beyond U.S. borders. We’ve got it all right here at home; it’s either tornado- or hurricane- or drought- or
flood- or blizzard-season, somewhere.
The May 17-19, 2013 print version of USA
Today got me thinking though. Its cover was
split between two grand-scale tragedies.
Above-the-fold was the May 15th, Granbury,
Texas tornado. Below: the Bangladesh
garment factory collapse (Fig. 1).
The USAT headline-writer wondered if the
industrial accident’s high death toll will
“move” U.S. shoppers. I wondered if this
was because the majority of the 1,127
workers who died were women…according
to local industry statistics.
After looking for, and then at, a couple of
older on-line news reports they’d published
about other kinds of industrial accidents, I
wondered, too, if the USAT editors
recognized their own hypocrisy?
After all they’ve told us the very same
number of Chinese men die every 86 days on average - in their atrociously unsafe coalmining industry. And that’s way down from
death tolls over the last ten years. Should
Americans be “moved” to demand an
increase in U.S. coal-exports to China to save
lives? 1

Figure 1: USA Today, May 17-19, 2013

I also wondered if, in writing the Bangladesh story, USAT - or their readers – had stopped to ponder,
Which-Came-First?
In this latest factory accident, was it…

Culprit #1) The lazy, insatiable, Americans and the same type of Euro-zoners (the EU imports even more
cheap Bangli fashions than the U.S.2)?
Or, was it,
Culprit #2) Unscrupulous owners and bureaucrats and the unsafe Bangladeshi factories they create?
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“be vewwy, vewwy quiet”
m-m-m, not-so-much

I’ve ruminated and ranted privately, countless times before on this All You Can Eat, cheap-fashion
“buffet.” Most recently was just before Easter. The trigger that time had been a 24-page fashion-magazine
quality, direct-mail advertisement (Fig. 2). From J.C. Penney. Beautiful Audrey Hepburn-esque sheaths
flowed off its cover…their obscenely low price stood proudly in 1 ¼” bold, iconic, sans serif numerals.
“Dear Easter,” the headline proclaimed, in that same minimalistic font, “the hunt is over. $20.”
It angered me; I wanted to use the pretty mini-mag to prove something, but hadn’t known how. So I’d
saved it. Over the weeks even I’d been drawn in; flipped through it a dozen times; longingly gazed at all
its colorful, classic, zip-back, sheaths.
Knowing all I know about such things, even I felt weak. It was no wonder other mere mortals failed to
resist those leggy, lithe sirens.
Age-defying Activism

I hope this brief essay will
expose a unique angle on the
fashion-by-slave-labor industry.
I also hope it’s sufficient to at
least begin to awaken my fellow
consumers; whether the young,
practically born with an internetconnected cellphone in their
hand, or the more mature –
who’ve quickly adopted the
same distraction by glitz &
glamour disorder.
I concede that overcoming this
national obsession-withshopping will be an uphill battle.
But perhaps this “fashion trend”
is one where youthful
exuberance (not to mention
technical savvy, particularly in
“organizing for a cause”) can
mesh with older and hence
deeper pocketed consumers.
Together we could bring about a
far-reaching, worthwhile change
not simply in our own culture,
but globally.
Americans: Symbiots
or Addicts?

Figure 2: J.C.P., Easter 2013

I believe both Which-Came-First factors fed off one another. This essay will briefly lay out what I see as
the twin catalysts in the U.S.’s now massive imbalance between domestic apparel production and thirdworld imports. Then I’ll offer 3 ½ all-American solutions to the problem of overseas death-trap factories
and the indentured-servitude lifestyles they create for their workers.
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A two-headed dragon

We Americans seem desperately joined at the hip with Bangladesh and other slave-labor apparelproducing countries such as India, China, Vietnam, and Cambodia. But why?
Steel yourself for the first part of the answer.
“Women’s Liberation,” a.k.a. Feminism…but wait, there’s more…so step away from your Weathermanor your Leatherman®-tool. In a culture- and American-dream killing combination, a second head of the
dragon grew alongside Women’s-Lib and it’s still breathing fire and sending chunks of the nation up in
smoke…a slow-acting Fed-Gov economic Armageddon.
You see, decades ago in 1971, Uncle Sam and his reigning minions unleashed something on U.S.
taxpayers more frightening than any radioactive Godzilla. Something which true free-market economists
(and even halfway thoughtful “civilians”) knew would eventually crater the nation (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: the Federal Debt, it really takes off in 1971

Once upon a hippy-er time…a pocket-sized green dragon was summoned. Raised by Keynesianchanneling bureaucrats and called, innocuously, paper-currency. This new sovereign crawled
forth from the depths of the earth and it stood momentarily, like any usurper, on the fresh grave of
the just murdered, hastily buried, Gold Standard it was designed to supplant. It was hungry, so it
went hunting; tiptoed innocently across the country at first. You see, that original green dragon
was quiet as a tornado the day before it’s born, but as it traveled, it kicked off the last traces of
gold; grew insatiable; grew more menacing with every step, as tornadoes will, once set in motion.
Then it started multiplying

Finally, our Father in D.C. and his ruling elites had us tax-slaves where they wanted us: between the everimproving lifestyle we believed was ours and the one-paycheck family we’d thought would always be our
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“option.” With that pure paper dollar, set free from old-fashioned gold, D.C. could tax and spend, then
tax, borrow/inflate, and deficit-spend…to their (and their preferred voters’) hearts’ content.
Sadly, they did so to our personalized American Dream’s chagrin. Now, even within a marriage, a
second-income was becoming requisite, not to keep-up-with-the-Jones’ but to feed the ever increasing
pyramid+Ponzi scheme of “taxation.”
Paying “retaiL” for housekeePing services = New Job$ = more taxe$

Since the first wave of young women got the religion of Feminism back in the late 1960’s and early 70’s,
well, there was no bringing them home fulltime to the subdivision…not from those still glamorous post
“Mad Men” offices. (I know, because I was surfing those very same first-waves.) And oh, how perfectly
this worked with Uncle Sam’s “needs.” You might say it was in perfect tandem.
Women’s newfound freedom - and money - now meant the drudgery of home-tending, even marriage,
could be left behind. (Or at least until evening, when the little Ms. got back to the rooms-of-her-own.
Later, higher up the ladder in her career, she’d farm out a lot of the domesticity; spend the increased
salary on a contracted “housewife,” in effect.)
honestLy, in those days, “Less” was actually “enough”

And for married/stay-at-homes, a fair portion of that “less” was homemade. Something oh-so-colonial-era
was even expected. At least from the less-than-High Society American wives in that earlier age (more so
when one became a mother). Part of the “drudgery” libbers gleefully escaped was the great expectation
that a good housewife would whip up a significant portion of the girls’ day-to-day fashions.
Oh, and Dearie, I don’t believe it would wear your fingers completely to the bone to perhaps run up some
curtains and matching couch-covers, and then toss together a pair of throw pillows, to boot. A special
occasion’s around the corner? Then a few home-sewn holiday décor items are practically de rigueur.
For such extra special events, the better seamstresses could add an
authentic designer touch to their wardrobes. Big names like Halston,
Givenchy, the Kleins (Anne and Calvin), Emanuel Ungaro, Norma
Kamali, and others, could hang in any woman’s closet. Took her
closer to Paris than any mere reading of Paul Galico’s, delightful
1958 novel, Mrs. ‘Arris Goes to Paris, ever could (Fig. 4). Like the
story’s determined heroine, home-sewers of all abilities savored the
future possibilities, too, as they gazed upon the latest pattern books;
they saved, of course, in anticipation of a new homemade treasure.
Such girls and women had to be content for a while; had to deal with
a delay in their fashion gratification. And not only was flipping
through those 10-pound, glossy paged, oh-so-exotic, visual volumes
totally free, additionally, it supplied motivation: page after page of
“Very Vogue” inspiration for improving one’s skills. After all, similar
dresses and separates in ready-to-wear would have put the average
single-Jane, or the married Joe+Jane’s budget deep into the red.
And outside a good-sized city or its immediate suburbs? Chances
were slim she could even find a store offering them. Contrast that
dark, deprived-age with today: literally, anything in the world that we
want is ours, effortlessly, just point-and-click (a mouse-button).
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c. 1990 Home-sewing became a loss-leader

In the unlikely event an American female, today, has sufficient skills
(and the machine) to tackle a simple, sleeveless sheath like the
Penney’s dresses, she’d be a fool to do so.
The pieces/+parts/+pattern - along with a modest quality fabric would cost her that $20, maybe more. Plus she’s still got to find the
“free” time. Time sufficient to do a better-than-good job (or, trust
me, it will show). She also needs confidence (in the pattern,
primarily; her skill, secondarily) that it will fit once she’s put all that
time and effort in.
Like I said: she’d be a fool.
If only Bangladesh was an isolated example

You’ll have to police the world if you want to make things right
(assuage your guilt?) when it comes to problems in the Apparel &
Textile Industries.

Fig. 5a: one of mine, c. 1982

According to the latest on the U.S. Trade Representative’s website,3 America only imports about 10% of
our apparel from Bangladesh. And according to the USAT article, those folks make 96 cents/hour.
Certainly a whopping hourly wage in the worldwide Apparel Industry, but that’s not the reason for the
Bangladesh factory’s unsafe structure and its ultimate collapse.
But if we are to rush in there to save the day, shouldn’t we also rush into Vietnam, who supplies over
19% of our imported clothing and paid only 60 cents in 2010?4 I’d bet those factories could use an
inspection. And Cambodia: they make nearly 6% of our imported wearables and “raised” workers’ pay all
the way up to 50 cents in May 2013.5,6 And India: they supply over 4% of our Apparel imports and pay a
pitiful 40 cents per hour.7
Certainly all those greedy bosses, in all those exploitable countries, are paying off inspectors or somehow
short-changing Safety in their factories, too.
The (red) Elephant in the room

Last but not least, there’s China. Not only do they help make the new American Way of Life possible (i.e.
deficit-funded government, a.k.a. living in the red), they’re our biggest single
supplier for the cheap-fashion buffet, too!
The ChiComs, with their “re-education through labor8,9 in apparel
manufacturing camps,” provide America with about 44% of our imported
clothing.10,11 Obviously plenty of the “pretties” we gobble up come from
factories other than those slave-camps, but, hell, a yuan-saved is a yuan to lend.

Fig. 5b: Nat’l Emblem
of the PRC

Think of it: since they don’t need to pay those 190,000 prison laborers one red
yuan, China can lend them all to us! (What a swell idea!) Really they’ll just
transfer some digital ones and zeroes to our “Federal Reserve,” who’ll order
the printing presses to roll, which’ll set a-prowling $billions more green paper
dragons. Then our Chinese masters can gouge further-into-the-future
generations of U.S. tax-slaves for the principle, while today, we barely keep up
with the interest payments.
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who do we “heLP” first?

A choice must be made. Which is worse; whose plight demands our immediate “action”?
A Bangladeshi choosing to walk in and work/slave for 96-cents an hour at a sub-standard factory,
that, this time, just so happens to be called the Rana Plaza?
Or…
Those 190,000 workers acknowledged to have been “black-bagged” – in essence – and trundled
off to their new “jobsite;” who’ll end up paying with their lives for the privilege of a free
“education” in a slave-labor prison camp?
Personally I’d say all those insouciant Chinese bloggers, uncooperative lawyers, Christians-who-won’t
worship-the Party, anti-communist political organizers, and more are the ones the world’s eyes should be
focused on first.
3 ½ Solutions to the slave-labor problem
1) Practice Cold Turkey

First, stop buying apparel, home furnishings, basically anything “textile,” at least from the countries
whose appalling wage-structure I’ve shared here.
Try a fashion-fast. Go cold-turkey even
for a week or two, start by refusing to flip
through magazines or department store
mailers. Contemporaneously, imagine
you have all the requisite garmentmaking skills: consider just the hours it
would require to “do-it-yourself.” [Talk
to a seamstress, if you can find one other
than me. Ask how much machine-time,
meaning pedal-to-the-metal (versus all
the prep), it’d take to fabricate that shirt,
pair of shorts, or men’s sportcoat - JCP
sells one for $45.00! (Fig. 6)]
Consider the last fashion “bargain” you
sniffed out. Sure, no baby seals were
snuffed-out in the making of it, but what
about the humans? Any of those critters
harmed in workplace accidents in its
country-of-origin, recently?
2) The Overlord Option

Second, if you can’t kick the bargainfashion habit, how about we get the U.S.
Trade reps more involved? Or perhaps
the American retailers who contract all
those goods?
Figure 6: J.C.P., Mother's Day 2013 sale
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Can you imagine the uproar, though?

When a bunch of suited up, starched collared Ugly-Americans waltzed into any of those overseas’ capital
cities? I can. I hear the crowds, already. Chanting, “Death to the Imperialists/Death to the Capitalists,”
probably as soon as a U.S. dot-gov or big name civilian retailer got out of the taxi. And when they start
suggesting an overhaul of local construction-, civil engineering-, or labor-standards-and-practices…to
bring ‘em up to our U.S. levels…RIGHT NOW…do not pass Go…or else we’ll quit trading with yah?
Boy, oh boy. Y’all better be ready to duck-and-cover.
2½) Overlord-lite

A slight variation on the Overlord Option would be to declare a nationwide grassroots’ boycott or an
official U.S. embargo. At least until the countries clearly screwing their people begin to enact workplace
protections for them.
Probably it’ll be a cold day in Hell before anything close to either of these happens. There’s just too much
lucre changing hands. So, in my estimation, the pipe-dreamiest thing Americans could do would be to
hatch a new batch of entrepreneurs. Sadly, the cold winds blowing in Hell and all means that, too, will be
next to impossible.
Look out, below: U.S. apparel manufacturers set to collapse, too

The latest stats I’ve found (2011)12 show domestic manufacture of wearables in a steady decline. There
are only 95,000 workers in all plants combined; down 4% from 2010.
The “value-of-shipments” continues to plunge (Fig. 7) even more precipitously, giving the clear
impression that the once great creature, Made-in-the-USA, is nearly obsolete; mired and merely waiting
for the blow of a big-enough meteor. Shipments went downward nearly 34% from 1997-2002; then nearly
46% from 2002-2007; and finally, another near 46% from 2007-2011.13

Figure 7: Value of U.S. Apparel Shipped14
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So, by 2011, U.S. companies were only shipping $12.8B in merchandise out their shop doors.14 Now,
more than a year later, I’d have to imagine it’s down another 5-10%.
Compare this to our Apparel Imports for 201115:
$25.3B (Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Philippines) + $20B (China, again my
same estimate).
That’s $12.8B compared to imports of $45.3B. Shocked to find out we make only 22.22% of what we
(and our homes) wear, while we import 77.77%?
Admittedly I’m not considering the fact that Levi’s and other American fashions make it over the borders
as actual Exports. But the point is pretty clear. Without a groundswell of Americans going through a
grand detox, from a lifetime addiction to cheap-fashion, the same old same old Bangladeshi sorts of
tragedies will occur, probably more frequently. Why?
Simple…because when plotted, note the above few years of our own apparel industry’s “Value Shipped”
show a nearly straight line…intersecting $0.00 around 2015.
3½) No Sherlock required; demand “American made”

And that’s the 3 ½% solution to this
mystery.
Sorry, old friend, they don’t
seem to need you this time.

Without a lowered demand for foreign
made clothing, nothing will change. Will
you defer your fashion-gratification?
Would you pay more than bargainbasement prices if legal-American
workers made your clothing? Is having it
made in American factories “built to
code” and accessible-to-health/safety/etc.
inspections worth the personal “sacrifice”
of a less-than-bursting closet each and
every fashion-season?
Beyond the investment of bigger bucks
than I can conceive of, consider the
fortitude required of those who start – or
expand – an industry on these shores.
I can’t begin to imagine the obstacles
Washington D.C.’s tentacles have
slammed down in front of such brave
souls. If the rest of us had an inkling, we’d
more than likely totally “get” why WalMart, Penney’s, the Gap, Nike, and the
rest of them, go halfway around the world
to countries like Bangladesh, in the first
place.

Figure 8: (on left) Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes
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Sure, america’s supposedly got “taLent” but is it the right kind?

Just because any decent-sized city in the U.S. can drum up a few thousand warm bodies any given day, on
a cattle call for 21st century, network TV’s version of a vaudeville-slash-minstrel show, doesn’t
automatically mean we could adequately fill a couple hundred thousand “Cut & Sew” positions15. So the
real question is: if a hundred American factories magically appeared alongside an inescapable “Help
Wanted – Will Train” campaign, could they fill the seats? Are there people, especially young people,
willing to take on a career as an industrial artisan?
Have you paid attention to the attention-to-detail on the “simplest” garment lately? Say a man’s buttondown shirt? Do so now if you haven’t before. Do we, a nation of laid back, desk-slash-computer-slashInternet jockeys, have a pool of individuals willing to develop such manual skills? And to do so quickly?
With each student-employee understanding and then accepting a much lower wage while training (since
every “irregular” at best, and “second” or “third” at worst, is a business-loss of wages and materials)?
I’m not sure. The glass-empty part of me doubts the youngest working-generation has envisioned such a
blue-collar life.
we can’t hire illegals to clean our political house

And a friendly (read: exponentially-expanded apparel-industry) business environment can’t grow unless
we do just that…get rid of Big-Government politicians. Get rid of all the comrade “Liberals” for whom
more (State Spending) is never enough (and it’s what makes investment-savings impossible). Get rid of
the wuss “Conservatives” who are too scared to oppose their opponents (so never do what’s right). Get rid
of the scaredy-pusses of all stripes who’re too worried about losing their power (i.e. the next election), not
to mention the nasty names they’ll be called…if they 1) work to undo all the un-Constitutional agencies,
regulations, and mandates; and 2) actually cut spending (rather than simply propose token cuts to
spending-increases).
Yet all that fumigation, unfortunately,
still won’t rid D.C. of power-wielding
zombie appointees who perpetuate the
entrenched government regulatory
“industry” and the Fed’s centralbanking interest/credit dictatorship
which, by hook or crook, crushes us all.
Until an era of entrepreneurial Liberty
returns, I fear very few businessmen are
likely to step up to build or even to
refurbish America’s long dormant “Cut
& Sew” industrial strength apparel
network. Sadly, not doing “sew” means
who-knows-how-many-millions of new
American jobs (and not just in the
factories, but peripheral to-, and in
support-of them) will remain stillborn.

Figure 9: U.S. Capital Bldg., circa 1846

I’ll also work on not gazing too long at all those colorful
adverzines some conspiratorial zombie keeps tucking into my mailbox and inserting in my newspapers.
You know, the ones whose covers are crowded with come-hither-and-shop sirens.
But until then, I can dream.
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Online RESOURCES Used
1

Wikipedia on “Mining Accidents” – note China: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining_accident

USA’s mining accidents fall to record lows (35 men died in 2012): http://www.mining.com/us-minersattain-record-low-fatality-and-injury-rate-in-2012-87538/
USA coal mining deaths in 2006: 47. http://www.msha.gov/MSHAINFO/FactSheets/MSHAFCT10.HTM
2

60% of Bangladesh apparel exports go to EU: http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/01/usbangladesh-building-eu-idUSBRE93T1A620130501
3

U.S. Trade Rep’s country-by-country stats for USA Imports-from & Exports-to: http://www.ustr.gov

4

Vietnam apparel workers: 60 cents per hour: http://www.textileworld.com/Articles/2012/October/SeptOct_issue/ITMF_Conference_Vietnam.html
Cambodia’s textile workers to see wages/month go from $61 to $75 (plus $5 for a “health payment”).
DO THE MATH: $80/160 hours = 50-cents/hour. YIPEE!
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/breakingnews/Cambodia-orders-wage-rise-for-garment-workers30202466.html
5

More about Cambodia’s textile workers: http://www.industryweek.com/global-economy/cambodiahikes-wages-garment-workers
6

India’s Garment Factories, article from 2009: “$64.00 per month…” and “Meanwhile, the important
Christmas shopping season arrives soon around the world. Its success could well determine how crowded
the morning trains carrying garment factory workers from Gauribidanur to Doddaballapur and Bangalore
will be next year.” http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125652860778807571.html
7

Chinese Prison Labor: admits 310 “camps” with 190,000 (wage-free) laborers: “Today, the types of
people who may end up in a camp for years (without charges) are democracy organizers, upstart bloggers,
underground church ministers, unhappy lawyers, members of the Falun Gong sect, Tibetan monks or
ethnic Uighers with the temerity to protest, or those deemed too outspoken and thus threats to the
“harmony” of China’s society.” And, “Torture is sanctioned, medical treatment withheld, and grueling
work enforced. Beatings and other inhumane conditions are overseen by often-corrupt police officials.”
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-Pacific/2013/0109/Will-China-end-prison-labor-camps
8

9

Letter from Chinese prisoner found (2012) hidden in Halloween decorations:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/12/27/chinese-labor-camp-worker_n_2370216.html
(USA imports approx. $45 billion in “Apparel”; 10.44% from Bangladesh, 25% from
Vietnam+Cambodia, guesstimate of 44.44% from China) http://www.ustr.gov/countries-regions
10,15

My conservative calculations: 5% “Apparel” out of $399B total goods we imported from China = $20B
= 44.4% of our total $45B)
11 (

12

Table with US Apparel Manufacturing jobs, #paid employees (includes knit clothing, accessories, and
footwear): # employees down 4.4% in one year (2010-2011):
http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ASM_2011_31AS101
&prodType=table
Data page for “Apparel Manufacturing” in the USA:
http://www.census.gov/econ/industry/current/c315.htm
13
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14

http://thedataweb.rm.census.gov/TheDataWeb_HotReport2/econsnapshot/snapshot.hrml?NAICS=315

15

Bangladesh employees 4 MILLION (Muslims, mostly women):
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bangladesh_textile_industry
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